
 

 
 
 
1- Who do you play computer games with? 
a*my brother            b*my father                  c*my sister                        d*my mother 
2-When do you visit your friends? 
A*at night                  b*in the evenings        c*in the morning              d*in the afternoons 
3-What time do you get up on Saturdays? 
A*late                         b*early                           c*in the afternoon          d*at night 
4-Who do you help with the shopping? 
A*my mother           b*my grandfather         c*my grandmother        d*my friends 
 
2-complete the following dialogue 
Sami and Hani are talking about spending the midyear holiday. 
Sami: Hi! Where will you spend the midyear holiday? 
Hani: (1) ……………………………….……………………………………………………………………….. . 
Sami: Well, the weather is fine in Aswan. Who will you go with? 
Hani: (2) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 
Sami: (3) ……………………………………………………………………….………………………………..? 
Hani: We will stay at uncle’s house. 
Sami: (4) ……………………………………………………………………………….…………………………? 
Hani: We will stay about seven days. 
Sami: Have a nice trip. 
3-read the following, then answer the questions. 
My name is Sami. I am thirteen years old and live in Alexandria, Egypt. I usually wake up at 6 
in the morning. First of all, I wash my face and brush my teeth. After that, I get dressed, then 
eat cheese sandwich with cold milk for breakfast. Next, I carry my bag and go to school. I 
always start school at 8 in the morning and then have a lunch break and talk to my friends. 
Next, I finish school around 3 in the afternoon, and then I wait for the school bus. I arrive 
home at 3-30 and have some rest. Finally, I usually do my homework, have my milk, and go 
to bed at 9 pm 
A*answer the following questions. 
1- What is the main idea of this passage? 
2- How does Sami go to school? 
3- Why do you think he has his milk before going to bed? 
B*Choose the correct answer from a , b , c  or d. 
4- Sami eats ……………for breakfast. 
A*cheese with milk.           b*cheese with tea.       C*cheese                       d*milk 
5- Sami is in a ………………. school. 
A* nursery.                           b*primary.                      c* preparatory.             d*secondary. 
6- Sami’s house is ……………….. his school. 

ساعة ساعتان\ إمتحان اللغة اإلنجليزيه الصف الثاني اإلعدادي          الزمن ........................... .              إدارة   

.........................\ رقم الجلوس.....................                    \ اإلسم........................ .                    مدرسة   
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A*near                     b*far from                         c*opposite                d*in front of 
 
4- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d 
1. This ………..jeans uses an app to make you warmer. 

a)boring       b)ugly    c)stupid      d)clever 
2. She ……play football If she doesn’t finish her homework. 

a) won’t      b)haven’t     c)aren’t     d)don’t 
3. You should eat healthy …………… 

a. snakes        b. snacks        c. spikes           d. sneaks 
4. People like to drink juice or water when they are ………. 

a. full          b. thirsty        c. hungry        d. angry 
5. The disable can use ……. to be able to move. 

a. wheelchairs              d. armchair           c. wheels           d. sofas 
6. We should …… things such as bags, toys and other things to reuse them again. 

a. cycle             b. recycle            c. throw              d. go 
7. My mother likes to wear big and ……….. dresses. 

a. short             b. loose         c. small        d. little 
8. She has two children. The tall ………. is good at sports. 

a. one              b. ones          c. one’s         d. ones’ 
9. A…………. is a person who does things without any money. 

a. shopkeeper        b. customer          c. volunteer            d. assistant 
10. I like to go ………. to see coral reefs. 

a. riding                b. diving                   c. walking                  d. sailing 
 

5- Read and correct the underlined words. 
1. Watch out! You are going ……….. (hurt) yourself. 
2. The bus is ………. (leave)in ten minutes’ time.  
3. What should I ……….. (doing) about my problem? 
4. We will be late if we …………… (not/hurry). 
 
6- Write a paragraph of ninety (90) words on  
 

(Your favourite dish) 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Exam 1 
A-Listening 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- Omer works for a........................................................ 

 a  charity   b  company     c  book fair     d  stadium  
2- The charity looks after..............................................animals.  

 a  strong    b  sick     c  young     d  happy  
3- People donate...............................................to buy food.  

 a  houses    b  money     c  animals     d  love  
4- Omer helps to.............................................animals.  

 a  wash    b  ride     c  swim     d  feed 

B-Language Functions  
2- Complete the following dialogue:- 
Ahmed  : Hi, Ali , would you like to go out with me this weekend? 
Ali  : Sure. ( 1 ) ................................................................? 
Ahmed  : I don't know. Do you have any ideas? 
Ali  : ( 2 ) .............................................................................? 
Ahmed  : That sounds great. Which film shall we watch? 
Ali  : ( 3 ) ......................................................................... 
Ahmed : No. ( 4 ) ............................................................................... 
Ali  : Really! Let's watch another one. 
Ahmed  : ( 5 ) ................................................................................? 
Ali  : Great idea! 

C-Reading Comprehension 
3-Read the following, then answer the questions:- 

My name's Omer. I love football. I am a great fan of all football teams. I am also 
interested in cars. I'm crazy about driving and I also enjoy fixing cars. When I was ten, I 
had many toy cars. I played with them, repaired the ones my friends broke. I also helped 
my dad fix his car. So, I want to become a mechanic and open up my own shop. My 
parents are happy with my choice, too. They think it's important that I do a job that I like. I 
have a good job now and I really enjoy it. I'm planning to get married soon. Who knows, 
maybe I will have a car shop in the future. 
 A) Answer the following questions  

1- Which sport does Omer like?  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

2- What do Omer's parents think of his choice to be a mechanic? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

3-  What does the underlined pronoun "them" refer to? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

 B) Choose the correct answer from a,b, c or d:  
4- Omer wants to have a.................................................in the future. 

 a  car     b  toy     c  toy car     d  car shop 
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5- The best title for this passage is.............................................................. 
 a  Omer 's job choice      b  Cars in our life 
 c  Omer and football      d  Omer and his friends 

6- Omer helped his dad.........................................his car. 
 a  fix     b  wash     c  push     d  drive 

D-Vocabulary & Structure 
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 
1- I can …………………………… nice photos with my mobile. 

 a  make    b  write     c  take     d  do 
2- This portrait was painted by a great ……………………………. . 

 a  art     b  artist     c  farmer     d  teacher 
3- My son enjoyed playing with children …………………………….. his age. 

 a  on     b  of      c  off      d  over 
4- Your exams are near. You should get ready ………………………… them. 

 a  to     b  on      c  with     d  for 
5- Some crafts and some jobs need ………………………………….They are difficult to do. 

 a  skills    b  kill      c  skull     d  skim 
6- I predict that we ………………………………… flying motorbikes in 20 years' time. 

 a  'll have    b  have     c  're having    d  had 
7- It is  …………………………………….. to travel through space . 

 a  possible    b  probable     c  impossible    d  possibly 
8- The horse can run at the ……………………………of a car . 

 a  speed    b  fast     c  quick     d  quickly 
9- If more people shop online , there will be  ………………………… cars on the road. 

 a  little     b  much     c  lot      d  fewer 
10- What can …………………………………….. you do your online shopping  ? 

 a  make    b  do      c  allow     d  spend 

5-Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word in brackets:  
1- I bought ( a ) oil bottle .       ( ……………………….. ) 
2- Be careful and ( looks ) ahead of you.     ( ……………………….. ) 

3- I am not very hungry .I think I  ( have ) a snack.   ( ……………………….. ) 
4- I can watch a TV (shows )  tonight.     ( ……………………….. ) 

E-Writing 
6-Write a paragraph of about 90 words on:- 

Modern technology 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Exam 2 
A-Listening 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- Many..........................................come to Egypt to visit ancient sites.  

 a  Tourists   b  plates     c  Egyptians    d  Children  
2- Karnak is near..............................................  

 a  Cairo   b  Tanta     c  Alexandria    d  Luxor.  
3- There are a lot of different.....................................at Karnak.  

 a  seas    b  oceans     c  rivers     d  ruins  
4- There, you can see amazing things such as statues and..................................  

 a  temples   b  cinemas     c  theatres     d  stadiums  

B-Language Functions  
2- Complete the following dialogue :- 
Tourist  : Can I ask you some questions? 
Ebrahim  : ( 1 ) .............................................................................  
Tourist  : ( 2 ) ..............................................….the Pyramids?  
Ebrahim  : They are in Giza.  
Tourist  : ( 3 ) ……………………………………………….. ?  
Ebrahim  : Yes, they are  
Tourist  : ( 4 ) ...................................................……………?  
Ebrahim  : You can go by taxi.  
Tourist  : ( 5 ) …………………………................................?  
Ebrahim  : The Ancient Egyptians built them.  

C-Reading Comprehension 
3-Read the following, then answer the questions:- 
 Amira Salah has a Saudi Arabian pen friend called Aisha Faleh. Aisha is eleven years 
old. She was born in Riyadh. Mr.Faleh, the head teacher, wants all students in his school 
to learn new things . Her mother Mrs. Hoda works as a doctor in a clinic nearby, so she 
doesn't use her car. Mrs Hoda works with Ill or injured children. Aisha has got two 
brothers and one sister. Aisha is interested in watching TV. She also enjoys reading 
short stories. Amira always writes to Aisha's website and so does Aisha. 
 A. Answer the following questions: 

1- What's Aisha's nationality? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

2- Why does Mrs. Hoda work with ill or injured children? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

3- What is Mr Faleh's job? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

 B- Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d : 
4- Mrs Hoda goes to her work …………………………………… 

 a  by bus               b  by car                   c  on foot               d  by taxi 
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5- The underlined word" she" refers to …………………………………. 
 a  Aisha               b  Amira                    c  Mrs Hoda           d  Salah  

6- Aisha is interested in watching …………………………….. 
 a  the news                 b  films                    c  matches                 d  TV 

D-Vocabulary & Structure 
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 

1. She can…………………………………… the drum. 
 a  play     b  to play     c  plays     d  playing 

2. I recommend ……………………………………. the zoo. 
 a  visit     b  should visit    c  visiting     d  to visit 

3. I like to be comfortable and feel ……………………………….. in my clothes. 
 a  relaxation    b  terrible     c  horrible     d  relaxed 

4. These trainers are ………………………….. betters than the ones I used to wear. 
 a  many    b  few     c  much     d  more 

5. Many people work in the cotton …………………………... 
 a  dust     b  duster     c  industry     d  kitchen 

6. These headphones can  translate a language  ……………………. another language 
 a   in     b  on      c  from     d  into 

7. While studying , I take ten – ……………………………………… break . 
 a  minute    b  minutes     c  minutes'     d  minute's 

8. We need someone to sew the …………………………………. 
 a  costumes    b  customs     c  cosmetics    d  colours 

9. We always go to the ……………………………….. to play with my friends. 
 a  club     b  cup     c  class     d  room 

10. Roquia always dresses in a traditional ………………………………… 
 a  home    b  house     c  style     d  room 

5-Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word in brackets:  
1- I am sure you……………….. ( feel ) better soon.      
2- Working on the computer…………….. ( give ) me a headache.    

3- I can play……………….( cello )  indoors.       
4- I hope life……………………….. ( be ) easier in the future .      

E-Writing 
6-Write a paragraph of about 90 words on:- 

Shopping online - Yes or No? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Exam 3 
A-Listening 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- Life in Ancient Egypt is..........................................to life today.  

 a  similar    b  same     c  different     d  like  
2- ...........................................children didn't use to go to schools.  

 a  Rich     b  Wealthy     c  Poor     d  Short  
3- .........................................were given the houses.  

 a  Daughters    b  Girls     c  Women     d  Sons  
4- The daughters were given......................................and furniture.  

 a  jewellery    b  houses     c  homes     d  flats  

B-Language Functions  
2- Complete the following dialogue :- 
Ahmed : Where did you go on holiday?  
Hassan : (1) …......................................................................................….  
Ahmed : (2) ……....................……………………………………..?  
Hassan : (3)Because I like the weather of Aex.  
Ahmed : 4) .............................................................................… ? 
Hassan : I came back on Friday.  
Ahmed : (5) ………………………………………………………………? 
Hassan : Yes, I took many photos.  
Ahmed : Can I come with you next time.  
Hassan : Certainly.  

C-Reading Comprehension 
3-Read the following, then answer the questions:- 

Every one dreams of being happy and healthy. This dream needs lots of things to do such 
as having a healthy life style. Sport is one of the most important things that help people to 
be healthy and happy. Sport is an activity that is managed by a set of rules. Sports are 
different in their rules according to their types. For example, football is different from 
volleyball in their rules. This activity of sports helps in moving the body and the blood 
which gives people healthy bodies. All the sports help the body to be strong. They also 
help people to be more active, so they work well and achieve their goals and duties in their 
lives. All the sports are the same in relaxing the minds of the persons who practise them.  

 A)Answer the following questions :  
1- What is the main topic of the passage?  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………….………………… 

2- How do sports help people in their work? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………….………………… 

3- What are the other things that make us healthy, in your opinion? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………….………………… 
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 B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  
4- The underlined word " They " refers to .................................... 

 a  people   b  persons    c  sports    d  dreams 
5- Sports make our minds ………………………………  

 a  relaxed   b  nervous     c  complex     d  dangerous  
6- The word managed in the passage means ………………………………  

 a  played    b  controlled    c  practised     d  trained. 

D-Vocabulary & Structure 
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 
1- Fast food is unhealthy but it is very ………………………………. 

 a  bad     b  not nice     c  delicious     d  salty 
2- He drinks tea with …………………………….. sugar. 

 a a little    b   a few     c  many     d  few 
3- I can play chess with foreigners ……………………………. 

 a  on air    b  online     c  offline     d  on desk 
4- I'd rather ……………………………….. a comic film. 

 a  watching    b  to watch     c  watched     d  watch 
5- These trainers are ………………………………..betters than the ones I used to wear. 

 a  many    b  few     c  much     d  more 
6- My little son ………………………. able to spell difficult words in English. 

 a  can     b  is      c  are     d  were 
7- You have to pay to enter the museum but it is …………………. for the kids. 

 a  money    b  dollars     c  free     d  busy 
8- My sister eats ……………………. meat than me. 

 a  many    b  a lot     c   fewer     d  less 
9- I like eating ………………………. grapes and bananas. 

 a  much    b  little     c  a lot     d  lots of 
10- ………………………….. food is always healthy 

 a  Fresh    b  Salty     c  Sugary     d  Spicy 

5-Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word in brackets:  
1. I am looking forward to ( visit ) the museum.    ( ……………………….. ) 
2. I  shall ( bought ) medicine soon.      ( ……………………….. )           
3. You have got ( a lot ) Money.      ( ……………………….. ) 
4. She is  ( able ) cook our lunch on her own.    ( ……………………….. ) 

E-Writing 
6-Write a paragraph of about 90 words on:- 

My plan for tomorrow 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Exam 4 
A-Listening 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- Yara is from................................................... 

 a  China    b  Egypt     c  India     d  France 
2- Yara shares a room with her............................................ 

 a  mother    b  sister     c  grandmother    d  cousin 
3- Yara lives in a /an ........................................ 

 a  village    b  city     c  country     d  island 
4- Her family get water from a........................................ 

 a  basin    b  tap     c  sea     d  ocean 

B-Language Functions  
2- Complete the following dialogue :- 
Basma : Hi! When do you usually get up? 
Basmala : ( 1 ) ……………………………………………..…………… 
Basma : ( 2 ) ………………………………………….………….…. ? 
Basmala : I go to school by bus . 
Basma : When do you get home ? 
Basmala : ( 3 ) ………………………………………..……………… 
Basma : What do you do in the evening ? 
Basmala : ( 4 ) ……………………………………………………….. 
Basma : ( 5 ) ……………………………………………………….? 
Basmala : I always sleep at eight . 

C-Reading Comprehension 
3-Read the following, then answer the questions:- 
 Reading is a very helpful habit. It gives us new ideas and improves our language. 
When you read, you need to be in a quiet place. It is better to wear your reading glasses if 
it is necessary. You should read different topics. To remember what you read, it is a good 
idea to have a pen in your hand to underline or circle the important points. Try to discuss 
what you have read with your friends. People read for different goals. Some people read 
for enjoyment just to feel happy and spend a nice time. Others read for work. 
Students read for their study or research. All of us read the news and the weather report. 
We also read messages, emails, and letters that we receive 
 a. Answer the following questions: 

1- How is reading a helpful habit ? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

2- Why do you think you need to read in a quiet place? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

3- How can you remember what you read? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 
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 b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: 
4- What do you think the word " Others " refer to ? 

 a  goals    b  people     c  points     d  glasses 
5- The underlined word " enjoyment " means........................................ 

 a  discussion    b  mysteries     c  sadness     d  pleasure 
6- The word improves means to make it ...................................... 

 a  bad     b  better     c  worse     d  sad 

D-Vocabulary & Structure 
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 
1- If you get full marks , I ………………………………. you a bike . 

 a  buy     b  to buy     c  will buy     d  am buying 
2- We will play football ……………………………… we are free . 

 a  why     b  when     c  where     d  how 
3- You should always ………………………………….. healthy food. 

 a  eats     b  eating     c  to eat     d  eat 
4- To improve your memory , you should eat …………………………………. and fruit. 

 a  fats     b  sweets     c  nuts     d  lollipop 
5- What should you eat if you are ……………………………….. ? 

 a  hunger    b  hungry     c  angry     d  thirsty 
6- The Egyptians used plants to make ……………………………. 

 a  baskets    b  obelisk      c  pots     d  pans 
7- All of the cotton is …………………………… by hand to keep it soft. 

 a  pickled    b  picked     c  pinched     d  pushed` 
8- Green energy is good ……………………………….. the environment. 

 a  at     b  to      c  for      d  of 
9- It was a ………………………………….. ,  big , American car. 

 a  wonderful    b  new     c  old     d  white 
10- I don't ………………………………. how to play the violin. 

 a  no     b  know     c  knew     d  known 

5-Correct the word between brackets:- 
1- My father gave me……………. (many ) money.     
2- Mr Mohamed is……………. ( go ) to start explaining the future soon.   
3- She is ………….. ( able ) cook our lunch on her own.     
4- I'd rather …………..( played ) Football.       

E-Writing 
6-Write a paragraph of about 90 words on:- 

The dangers of technology 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Exam 5 
A-Listening 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- Ancient Egyptians used...............................to paint around their eyes.  

 a  mirrors   b  mobiles     c  statues     d  temples  
2- The mirrors could help them...................................their eyes from the sun.  

 a  protect   b  design     c  wear     d  kill  
3- They used mirrors to keep away..........................................  

 a  insects   b  rain     c  moon     d  elephants  
4- The mirrors were made of.....................................................  

 a  wood   b  silver     c  metal     d  paper 

B-Language Functions  
2- Complete the following dialogue :- 
Ayman : Do you have a bedroom at your home ?  
Omar : ( 1 )……………………………………………..  
Ayman : ( 2 ) ……………………………………………?  
Omar : Yes , there is a big bed in it .  
Ayman : Where do you put your clothes ?  
Omar : ( 3 )……………………………………………..  
Ayman : ( 4 )…………………………………………….?  
Omar : I put my books in a big bookshelf .  
Ayman : Do you love your bedroom ?  
Omar : ( 5 )……………………………………………….. 

C-Reading Comprehension 
3-Read the following, then answer the questions:- 

My name is Maher . I was born in Giza in 2008. I am a pupil at El Saddia Prep School 
. My favourite subject is English . I like watching foreign films and reading short stories. I 
hope to be a TV reporter A TV reporter talks to different people in front of a camera. I have 
got one sister and two brothers. My father is a hotel manager. He makes sure that all 
rooms are clean and comfortable, he also looks after visitors .  My mother’s a scientist at 
Cairo University. 

 Answer the following questions : 
1- Where was Omer  born? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

2- What would Omer  like to be? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

3- How many people are there in Omer ’s family? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………….………………… 

 B) Choose the correct answer from a,b, c or d:  
4- Omer ’s father works as a ……………………………………….. 

 a  hotel manager   b  scientist     c  TV reporter    d  farmer 
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5- Omer ’s favourite subject is…………………………………. 
 a  history    b  Arabic     c  German     d  English 

6- Omer ’s mother is a scientist at …………………………….  University. 
 a  Giza    b  Cairo    c  Alexandria   d  Zagazig 

D-Vocabulary & Structure 
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 

1. Do you always eat ……………………………….. between meals. 
 a  snacks    b  lunch     c  supper     d  dinner 

2. When it is hot , I always wear a ………………………………. 
 a  jumper    b  coat     c  sunhat     d  sunset 

3. Tourists don't travel on roads or …………………………. in the desert. 
 a  pass    b  bath     c  path     d  past 

4. These ………………………. clothes don't suit your old age. 
 a  colour    b  colourful     c  collar     d  calorie 

5. The man ……………………………… why she is lying to him. 
 a  wanders    b  wonders     c  works     d  wants 

6. I didn't …………………………….. the telephone as I was having a shower . 
 a  speak    b  answer      c  talk     d  read 

7. Examples of healthy snacks are fruit and ………………………………. 
 a  chocolate    b  chips     c  hawawshi    d  nuts 

8. My mother cooks most of our food in the ………………………………. 
 a  over     b  oven     c  fridge     d  table  

9. It is  …………………………. to travel through space . 
 a  possible    b  probable     c  impossible    d  possibly 

10. The horse can run at the …………………………………of a car . 
 a  speed    b  fast     c  quick     d  quickly  

5-Correct the word between brackets:- 
1) My father gave me…………… ( many ) money .     

2) (Do) …………….you going to see the concert?     

3)  (She will) …………………………help me ?       

4) Don't…………………….…… ( arrives) late.       

E-Writing 
6-Write a paragraph of about 90 words on:- 

Healthy diet 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Exam 1 
A-Language and Function 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1.  When was the first email was sent in? 

a. 1971   b. 1977  c. 1972  d. 1973 

2.What  were the first envelopes made of? 

a animal bones  b. animal skins c. animal teeth d. animal legs 

2-Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 
1.Basma:How often do you play a sport? 

Basmala:………………………………………………………. 

2-Zeina:……………………………………………………….? 

Roquia :I started studying English since I was in primary 1. 

B-Usage 
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 
21- Can you …………………….. me? 

 a  helped    b  help     c  to help     d  helping 

22- When I finish school , I will ………………………………. the faculty of medicine.  

 a  join     b  leave     c  go      d  sew 

23- ………………………………. eat too much fats 

 a Never    b  Does     c  Do      d  Didn't 

24- This food has no taste. ……………………………… some salt to it .  

 a Add     b  Take     c  Cook     d  See  

25- Before exams , you should always eat …………………………… food. 

 a  healthy    b  filthy     c  dirty     d  unhealthy 

26- He drinks tea with ……………………………………. sugar. 

 a  a little    b  a few     c  many     d  few 

 C-Reading Comprehension 
4-Read the following, then answer the questions:-  

I want to invent a jacket that can help visitors in the desert. The person who 

is wearing the jacket is protected from the sun. The jacket has special material 

that stops the person from feeling hot during the day and cold during the night. 

The jacket also has water inside it so that the person can drink when they want 

to. It has a screen on it, too. The screen has a map so that the person who is 

wearing it can never get lost. If you need help, you can talk to the screen. 
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 A) Answer the following questions : 
1. What does the speaker want to invent? 

........................................................................................................................ 

2. How does the jacket stop a person from feeling hot or cold? 

........................................................................................................................ 

3. Why does the jacket have a screen on it? 

........................................................................................................................ 

 B) Choose the correct answer : 
4. The person who wears the jacket feels ………………………….. 

a. hot        b. cold       c. cool                               d. windy 

5. You can talk to the screen when you want  ………………………….. 

a. drink          b. help           c. visit              d. stop 

 D-Writing 
5-Write a paragraph of five sentences on: 

Unusual but delicious  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Exam 2 
A-Language and Function 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 

1. Why does Khaled want to ask Mr. Mohamed questions? 

a. for his maths homework                               b. because he was absent 

c. because he wants to be a teacher                d. for his English homework 

2.How long has Mr. Mohamed been at the school? 

a. two years        b. three years            c. our years          d. ten years 

2-Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 

1) Ahmed : When should I start to revise for the exam? 

Amira     : ....................................................................................................... . 

2) Mona : ............................................................................................... ? 

Rahma    :You should eat healthy food because it is good for the brain. 

B-Usage 

3- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 
1. I predict that we ………………………………… flying motorbikes in 20 years' time. 

 a  'll have    b  have     c  're having    d  had 
2. I recommend ……………………………………. the zoo. 

 a  visit     b  should visit    c  visiting     d  to visit 
3. Roquia always dresses in a traditional ………………………………… 

 a  home    b  house     c  style     d  room 
4. He drinks tea with …………………………….. sugar. 

 a a little    b   a few     c  many     d  few 
5. I like eating ………………………. grapes and bananas. 

 a  much    b  little     c  a lot     d  lots of 
6. You should always ………………………………….. healthy food. 

 a  eats     b  eating     c  to eat     d  eat 

 C-Reading Comprehension 
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 
Computers are very useful in modern times. Without computers, life would be 

difficult. Computers can do very   difficult sums quickly and accurately. They can 
store huge amounts of information. So, computers are important   everywhere. They 
can help planes to take off and land. They are used by doctors to look inside the 
patients bodies. Computers will be able to translate from one language to another. 
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a-Answer the following questions 

1-Why are computers very useful? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2-How can computers help planes? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3-How can computers do sums? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

b-Choose the correct answer : 

4 – Computers can store ……………….amounts of information. 

a-little   b– small   c– huge   d– big 

5- ……………………. use computers to see the inside 

a-Teachers   b– Nurses   c– English   d– Doctors  

 D-Writing 
5-Write a paragraph of five sentences on: 

A visit to the Egyptian Museum 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Exam 3 
A-Language and Function 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- Where did Mohamed and Ali have lunch? 

a) at the cinema   b) at the park  c)At home  d) at a restaurant 

2- The restaurant was near ………………… 

a) their house    b) the cinema  c) the park  d)the bank 

2-Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 
1. Abeer : Where did you go on holiday? 

Zeina  : ………………………………………………………………………….. 

2.Mohamed : I didn't have time to study for exams. 

Roquia  : …………………………………………………………………………………………. 

B-Usage 
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 

21- You shouldn't eat too ……………………………….. sweets. 

 a  much   b  many     c  little     d  lot 

22- My mother cooks most of our food in the ………………………………. 

 a  over     b  oven     c  fridge     d  table  

23- You should ……………always ready for the exams. 

a  do     b  have     c  to be     d  be 

24- My pen ……………………………… I can't find it . 

 a  appeared    b  read     c  disappeared    d  went 

25- The …………………………. help me to listen to music without annoying people. 

 a   car    b  radio     c  headphones    d  bus  

26- In the future , we ………………………….. be able to travel by rocket. 

 a  are     b  would      c  could     d   will 

 C-Reading Comprehension 
4-Read the following, then answer the questions:-  

Last week, I travelled from Cairo to Aswan. My father bought our tickets at Ramses 

Station, then we got on the train. There were people from many countries on the train, 

for example, England and Australia. The train left Cairo at 8 o’clock, and soon we 

passed Giza. I enjoyed the view from the window and I saw the Nile. There were lots of 

boats. It was beautiful. We arrived at Luxor at a quarter past six. Many tourists left the 

train here. They wanted to see the Valley of the King! The train continued to Aswan. We 

arrived there at ten o'clock . My uncle was there to meet us! It was a wonderful journey 
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a-Answer the following questions 

1-Where did they buy the tickets? 

....................................................................... 

2- What did tourists want to see ? 

................................................................... . 

3- Who meet the writer in Aswan? 

……………………………………………………………. 

b-Choose the correct answer 

4- They saw many ………………..in the Nile. 

a) cars   b) buses   c) planes   d) boats 

5- They arrived Aswan at ……………..colours 

a) three   b) ten   c) eight   d) six 

 D-Writing 
5-Write a paragraph of five sentences on: 

"My dream job" 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Exam 4 
A-Language and Function 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- Roquia goes to school with her ...................................  

 a  dad     b  mum     c  uncle     d  aunt 

2- Roquia gets up at ................................... o'clock. 

 a  seven    b  half past seven    c  half past six    d  nine 

2-Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 
1) Ali : …………………………………………………………………………………… ? 

Mohamed : We have got computer studies after break. 

2) Ahmed: …………………………………………………………………………….. ? 

Tamer: It's half past ten. 

B-Usage 
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 

21- Was  the lesson hard ………………………………………… 

 a  understand   b  understanding    c  understood    d  to understand 

22- When I read about something new , I take………………………………. in my notebook. 

 a  mats    b  notes    c  nuts     d  naps 

23- In the future there ………………………………… a lot of useful inventions. 

 a  was     b  will be     c  would be     d  are 

24- Where did you ……………………………….yesterday ? 

 a  went    b  go      c  goes     d  going 

25- She is wearing an ……………………………….. necklace . 

 a  iron ,expensive      b  ugly, silver , cheap         

 c expensive ,big ,gold            d  nice , gold 

26- Our soil and our climate is……………………………………. for growing cotton. 

 a  perfect    b  imperfect     c  unsuitable    d  bad 

 C-Reading Comprehension 
4-Read the following, then answer the questions:-  

Most people have three meals every day; breakfast, lunch and dinner. They eat these meals 
at known times; in the morning, in the afternoon and in the evening. But in fact most of 
them don’t care about what they should eat for each meal. Doctors say that healthy food is 
very important, and people should eat lots of fruits and vegetables. People should not eat 
too many cakes. Doctors advise people to drink a lot of water and milk every day and not to 
have too many sugar drinks. To keep healthy, doctors advise people not to stay at home all 
the time. They should go for walks, do exercise or practice any sport. 
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A- Answer the following question: 
1) What should people eat and drink to keep healthy? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………….………………… 

2) How many meals are there in the day? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………….………………… 

3) What do doctors advise people not to do? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………….………………… 

b. Choose the correct answer from a , b , c o r d : 
4) The underlined word "them" refers to ................................... . 

 a  doctors    b  people     c  fruits     d  meals 

5) Doctors say that people should not eat too many...................................  

 a  cakes    b  vegetables    c  fruits     d  drinks 

 
 D-Writing 

5-Write a paragraph of five sentences on: 
Modern technology  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Exam 5 
A-Language and Function 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- Omar's favourite hobby is……………… 

 a. writing  b. reading  c. singing  d. drawing 

2- Omar's ……………….. loves nature. 

a. brother  b. sister  c. father  d. mother 

2-Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues : 
1) Hala : ..................................................................................................? 

Noha: I am helping my mother in the kitchen. 

2)Samy : ………………………………………………………………………..? 

Dina : No, I don't like swimming. 

B-Usage 
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:- 
21- We will play football …………………………. we are free . 

 a  why     b  when     c  where     d  how  

22- My father allowed me ……………………….. a new lap top . 

 a  buy     b  buying     c  to buying     d  to buy 

23- You can have a snack with a  ……………………………. of coffee. 

 a  cup     b  bowl     c  plate     d  dish 

24- I can’t go to the cinema today because I have too ………………………….. work. 

 a  little     b  many     c  few     d  much 

25- I can ……………………………. nice photos with my mobile. 

 a  make    b  write     c  take     d  do 

26- I can read English but I ………….…………. know the meaning of each word. 

 a  can     b  could     c  can't     d  couldn't 

 C-Reading Comprehension 
4-Read the following, then answer the questions:-  

Roquia loves nature. She likes walking and watching the trees, animals, 

flowers and insects all around her. She doesn't like staying at home, but she 

loves being in the garden. Her favourite place is the park near her house. 

She can see lots of different kinds of birds there. She has got a mobile 

phone. She takes lots of photos of flowers and birds but she 

doesn't send text messages or make video calls. 
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a. Answer the following questions: 
1 . What's Roquia 's favourite place? 
........................................................................................................................................................................................... 

2.What does Roquia use her mobile phone for? 

........................................................................................................................................................................................... 

3. How do you know that Roquia loves nature ? 
........................................................................................................................................................................................... 

b. Choose the correct answer from a , b , c o r d : 
4. Roquia doesn't make........................ calls. 

a. audio   b. video    c. earphone   d. message 

5. Roquia likes to take photos of ........................... 

a. videos   b. messages   c. fish   d. flowers 

 D-Writing 
5-Write a paragraph of five sentences on: 

"How to keep safe online"  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1 What’s wrong with Ramy? 
a  His hand hurts b  His head hurts c  His ear hurts d  His nose hurts  

2 What does he do before he goes to sleep? 
a  He watches videos  b  He watches matches  
c  He watches films  d  He watches series 

3 Is Ramy sleeping very well at the moment? 
a  Of course b  Yes c  No d  Sure 

4 How often does he watch some videos onthe internet? 
a  Always b  Sometimes c  Usually d  Never 

2 Complete the following dialogue: 

Rahma What are you watching, Osama? 
Osama .......................................................................................................................................... . 
Rahma What can the time machine do? 
Osama .......................................................................................................................................... .  
Rahma Is it possible to travel through time?  
Osama .......................................................................................................................................... . 
Rahma I agree with you. .......................................................................................................... ? 
Osama Yes, we can travel through space. 
Rahma .......................................................................................................................................... ? 
Osama Yes, the film is full of adventures. 

3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

It was five o'clock in the evening in January. Helen turned to Diana and said, "If 
it's five o'clock, why is the sky getting darker? And why do I feel hotter?" Diana 
said, "I can smell something." The girls looked behind them at a factory where 
some men were making tables and chairs. At first they did not see anything, then 
Helen pointed to some smoke which was coming out of the top floor. "The factory's 
on fire!" Helen shouted. "I must tell the people inside." 

"Yes, and I must telephone for help," Diana replied. 

A Answer the following questions: 
1 What was happening to the sky? 

   .........................................................................................................................................................................................  . 
2 What were the men doing? 

   .........................................................................................................................................................................................  . 
3 How was Diana feeling? 

   .........................................................................................................................................................................................   

B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4 What did Helen point to? 

a  the sky b  the smoke c  the people d  the floor 
5 What must Diana do?  

a  tell the people b  smell the smoke c  put out the fire d  call for help 
6 When did this story happen? 

a  In summer b  In winter c  In fall d  In Spring 



 

 2 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1 That new hotel looks ............... . I really don't like it. WB 
a  sad b  fantastic c  good d  horrible 

2 There's a/an ............... on this phone which tells me about the weather.  WB 
a  app b  bag c  helicopter d  solar panel 

3 He drinks much coffee. He became ............... to it.  WB 
a  detective b  addicted c  detected d  neglected 

4 When they arrived at the hotel, they decided to ............... its gardens.  WB 
a  explore b  explain c  expire d  engine 

5 A ............... has two wheels and an engine.  WB 
a  motorbike b  kite c  bike d  ferry 

6  ............... your eating habits is the best way to lose weight.  
a  Damaging b  Changing c  Travelling d  Shopping 

7 A tourguide can speak other ............... . SB 
a  panels b  languages c  inventions d  businesses 

8 Hurry up! If we ............... hurry, we’ll be late. 
a  not do b  not c  don’t d  daren’t 

9  ............... help me if I’m in trouble?
a  Will you b  Do you c  Did you d  Are you 

10 If they don't change, maybe you ............... some new friends. 
a  not should find b  shouldn’t find c  should to find d  should find 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 If you ........................ [not study] hard for the exam, you won't pass. 
2 Computers ........................[will been] cheaper in fifty years. 
3 ........................[do / think] that this jacket won't be useful? 
4 If everyone ........................[shop] online, the shops in our towns and cities will close. 

6 Write a paragraph of (90) words on: 

"a problem with a delivery" 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1 What does Rojak contain?  
a  butter b  fruit c  oil d  vegetables 

2 How is Rojak snack? 
a  thirsty b  spicy c  salty d  juicy 

3 Where can you buy Rojak?  
a  In the street b  At school c  At the shop d  At the bank 

4 Where is Rojak a popular snack?  
a  In France b  In Egypt c  In Malaysia d  In Italy 

2 Complete the following dialogue: 

Rahma Where are you going, Eman? 
Eman ................................................................................................................................................................. 
Rahma The club! ...........................................................................................................................................? 
Eman Because I can do a lot of sport and I have a very healthy diet.  
Rahma ...........................................................................................................................................? 
Eman I eat lots of fruit and vegetables to have a healthy diet.  
Rahma Do you eat fast food or snacks? 
Eman ................................................................................................................................................................. 
Rahma What do you feel after athletics club?  
Eman ................................................................................................................................................................. 
3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

Should we work all the time without having rest? The answer is that we can't go 
on working without stopping. From time to time we need some rest and do some 
interesting activities. If we didn't do that, we could make mistakes and our work 
might get worse. If we work all the time, we may lose the ability to think clearly and 
have no energy to go on working, so sleep is very important. It renews our energy. 
Sports and games are also important for the people who stay in closed offices and 
are not able to do exercises, such activities as swimming and walking may give 
them a lot of energy, so we shouldn't waste our weekends and try to forget all 
about our work. We can then enjoy ourselves.  

A Answer the following questions: 
1 What do we need from time to time? 

   .........................................................................................................................................................................................  . 
2 Why shouldn't we waste our weekends? 

   ........................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
3 What will happen if we work all the time?  

      ........................................................................................................................................................................................ . 

B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4 The underlined pronoun "It" refers to ............... . 

a  work b  sleep c  energy d  activity 
5 Working all the time without stopping makes us ............... . 

a  renew our energy b  think clearly c  lose our energy d  work better 
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6 We should ............... during the weekends. 
a  forget our work b  work more c  stay in offices d  make mistakes 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1 No more cake for me, thanks. I'm ............... . 
a  thirsty b  hungry c  full d  fall 

2 Would you like ............... more chicken, Amal? SB 
a  some b  any c  few d  little 

3 I'm worried ............... my exams. SB 
a  at b  of c  for d  about 

4 ............... food is hot food such as burger that is quick to cook. 
a  Fat b  Fast c  Allergic d  Slow 

5 ............... is yellow or green oil which is made by pressing olives. 
a  Tomato oil b  Olive oil c  Onion d  Vegetable 

6 Do you have ............... favourite snacks? SB 
a  little b  a lot c  some d  any 

7 Durian fruits are hard and green ............... the outside. SB 
a  on b  with c  for d  at 

8 Heat some butter in a frying ............... . SB 
a  pan b  bin c  pin d  pen 

9 When she is playing netball, she drinks ............... water. WB 
a  any b  a little c  a few d  a lot 

10 People use fava beans to ............... falafel. SB 
a  chop b  drink c  make d  do 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 I love samosas with ........................ [any] hot tea. SB 
2 She eats ........................ [a little] sweets. WB 
3 ........................ [Heats] some butter in a frying pan. SB 
4 ........................ [Washing] some beans and put them in a pan. WB 

6 Write a paragraph of (90) words on: 

"Healthy diet" 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

5 The museum has lots of ............... from different times in history. 
a  bags b  cars c  books d  clothes 

6  The museum is in ............... . 
a  Fayoum b  Cairo c  Tanta d  Giza 

7 I thought the clothes from Ancient Egypt were ............... . 
a  boring b  old c  fantastic d  bad 

8  I went to the museum ............... . 
a  last month b  last year c  last week d  yesterday 

2 Complete the following dialogue: 

Rahma Hi, Nada. 
Nada ....................................................................................................................................................... .  
Rahma I was wondering if you were busy tonight. 
Nada ............................................................................................................................................. Why? 
Rahma ....................................................................................................................................................... ? 
Nada Yes, that sounds cool! Shall I bring anything?  
Rahma Yes, could you bring your guitar and we can play some songs, too? 
Nada Good idea! ............................................................................................................................... ?  
Rahma About 8 pm. See you then! 
Nada ....................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

Last summer, I was invited to visit Alexandria. My friend Ali who invited me was 
very kind. I spent a week there and I visited many wonderful places like Alexandria 
Library. I also invited him to visit the New Valley, but I told him you'd better come to 
the New Valley in winter because the weather is always nice. He accepted my 
invitation and came. We spent a wonderful week. He thanked me for my warm 
welcome. 

A Answer the following questions: 
1 Where does the writer live? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 How will the weather be like in January in the New Valley? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 Do you like Alexandria? Why? Why not? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4 My friend was ............... .  

a  kind b  bad c  dirty d  impolite 
5 The writer visited Alexandria in ............... .  

a  fall b  spring c  winter d  summer 
6 The underlined word "there" refers to ............... . 

a  The New Valley b  library c  winter d  Alexandria 
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4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

11 The children all wore funny ............... to the family party. Ahmed was a firefighter. WB 
a  customers b  bags c  balls d  costumes 

12 ............... you able to speak French? WB 
a  Has b  Are c  Does d  Do 

13 A ............... means to present a summary, opinion and recommendation of a film, book or 
play. WB 
a  view b  review c  point d  show 

14 Which musical instrument can you ............... ? WB 
a  play b  playing c  to play d  played 

15 ............... is a funny drawing usually showing people or animals. WB 
a  A play b  Cartoon c  A film d  A programme 

16 Mariam and I know how ............... costumes. SB 
a  sewed b  sews c  to sew d  sew 

17 Blind people aren't able to ............... . WB 
a  see b  hear c  learn d  stand 

18 The ............... is fantastic in the play. You feel like you are in the mountains. WB 
a  theatre b  director c  actor d  scenery 

19 The Japanese ............... more than half their waste paper. 
a  ride b  recycle c  cycle d  cook 

20 From my point of ............... , we should recycle all our plastic. WB  
a  view b  review c  interview d  action 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 Are you able ........................ [help] with music? SB 
2 I can ........................ [painting] the scenery if you want. SB 
3 If you want ........................ [be] a musician, you should practise every day. WB 
4 Can you sew? – Yes, I ........................ [can’t] . WB 

6 Write a paragraph of (90) words on: 

"a person you are proud of" 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

9 Ancient Egyptians wore expensive ............... sandals. 
a  leather b  metal c  linen d  gold 

10 They both wore loose, white, linen clothes with a ............... . 
a  shirt b  bag c  belt d  skirt 

11 Most of the time, Ancient Egyptians did not wear ............... . 
a  necklaces b  shoes c  trainers d  scarfs 

12 In Ancient Egypt, men and women wore ............... clothes. 
a  light b  heavy c  similar d  different 

2 Complete the following dialogue: 

Maha What a nice dress you are wearing! 
Dina ........................................................................................................................................   
Maha .......................................................................................................................................?   
Dina I bought it two weeks ago. 
Maha .......................................................................................................................................? 
Dina Five hundred pounds.  
Maha Where did you try it on?  
Dina ........................................................................................................................................ 
Maha I’d like to buy one. Can you come with me?  
Dina ........................................................................................................................................ 
3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

I’m a student in the second year at a prep school. My school is clean and 
beautiful. It is the biggest one in the town. I like it very much for many reasons. 
Firstly, I’m lucky to have good teachers, especially the teacher of English. 
Secondly, I can practise my hobby in my school such as drawing, free reading in its 
big library, playing music and playing football. Thirdly, I and all the students can 
learn how to use the computer and the internet. My school day starts at 8 o’clock in 
the morning and ends at 2 o’clock in the afternoon. Students don’t go to school on 
Friday and Saturday every week. In short, I’m very proud of my school and there is 
no one proud of this school more than me. 

A Answer the following questions: 
1 Why does the writer consider himself lucky? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 What are the hobbies that the writer can practise in his school? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 What does the underlined word “it” refer to? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4 The writer’s school is a ............... . 

a  primary school b  preparatory school c  secondary school d  school for KG 
5  The writer and all students spend ............... hours at school every day. 

 a  2 b  4 c  8 d  6 
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6  The students don't go to school on ............... . 
a  Friday b  Monday c  Thursday d  Tuesday 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1 A long piece of material that you wear around the neck or shoulders is called ............... . 
a  dress b  T-shirt c  galabeya d  scarf 

2 A: Which flowers do you want? B: I need these ............... . 
a  one’s b  ones c  one’ d  one 

3 The climate and soil in Egypt are perfect ............... growing cotton. SB 
a  far b  for c  from d  at 

4 Whose are ............... black boots next to the door? WB 
a  there b  this c  those d  that  

5  ............... are open shoes that you usually wear in warm weather. 
a  Sandals b  Trainers c  Necklaces d  Earrings 

6 My brother's birthday party is a special ............... . 
a  building b  wedding c  occasion d  reading 

7 The ............... is not luxury, it's very cheap. WB 
a  person b  present c  perfect d  price 

8 When we grow cotton, it uses a lot of water and ............... . SB 
a  chemicals b  sugar c  linen d  industry 

9 " ............... " means to put on a piece of clothing to check if it fits you or not.  
a  Get b  Give c  Try on d  Break off 

10  I found this key. Is it the ............... you lost ? 
a  one’s b  ones c  one d  ones’ 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 Shall I buy this blue T-shirt or that green ........................ [ones]? SB 
2 Where did you get ........................ [that] sunglasses? SB 
3 Mr and Mrs Osama live in a ........................ [old / big / traditional] flat in Aswan. WB 
4 I bought ........................ [this] shoes last week in the market. SB 

6 Write a paragraph of (90) words on: 

"Something you bought from a clothes shop" 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1 Where can we control drones? 
a  From the airport b  From the ground c  From the lake d  From the sun 

2 Drones can ............... , but they don't need a person to fly them. 
a  speak b  run c  dance d  fly 

3 ............... are going to help solve some environmental problems. 
a  Drones b  Trains c  Cars d  Bikes 

4 What can we use to control drones? 
a  laptop b  TV c  remote control d  mobile 

2 Complete the following dialogue: 

Adel Where are you going, Sultan? 
Sultan I'm going to the sea. .....................................................................................................................? 
Adel Good idea. .......................................................................................................................................? 
Sultan We can dive under water.  
Adel Diving under water looks a bit scary to me. 
Sultan ..................................................................................................................................................  
Adel OK. I will stay on the boat. What else can we do? 
Sultan ..................................................................................................................................................  
Adel Swimming is exciting. I’ll come with you.  
Sultan ..................................................................................................................................................  
3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

Ali and his family decided to go on holiday for a week. They chose a holiday near 
the sea because everyone in the family enjoys the seaside. They went to Hurghada 
where water was very calm and warm. They liked diving, swimming and saw a lot of 
sea life. They also enjoyed seeing the coloured fish. Mr. Ali's wife liked going on 
walks near the beach and watching the sunset. She also liked fishing on a boat as it 
is her favourite hobby. She was pleased there. Mr. Ali's son liked to go diving and 
do water sports. At noon, all the family went to the cinema then they went to a 
restaurant to have their dinner. At the end of their holiday, they went shopping and 
bought some lovely presents for their friends. Really all the family spent a 
wonderful holiday. 

A Answer the following questions: 
1 Why did Ali and his family choose a holiday near the sea? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 Do you think the family's holiday was enjoyable? Why / Why? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 What does the underlined pronoun "they" refer to? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4 Ali and his family decided to go on holiday for ............... days. 

a  fourteen b  ten c  seven d  eighty 
5 Ali's wife liked ............... . 

a  riding horses b  fishing c  running d  reading 
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6 Ali's son liked to go ............... and do water sports. 
a  singing b  hunting c  driving d  diving 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1 He isn't going to ............... away his old phone. SB 
a  throwing b  threw c  throw d  throws 

2 Storms and floods are ............... events. WB 
a  natural b  nature c  culture d  furniture 

3 I don't like old cars because they ............... a lot of pollution. WB 
a  deduce b  cause c  put d  reduce 

4 Mona forgot her pen today, so I'll ............... her mine. WB 
a  lend b  receive c  feed d  end 

5 How ............... she going to help the environment? SB 
a  have b  were c  are d  is 

6 The fishermen set out at ............... for night's fishing. 
a  sunrise b  sunset c  afternoon d  morning 

7 " ............... " means acceptable or right for someone or something. SB 
a  Harmful b  Exciting c  Suitable d  Boring 

8 People sometimes use a ............... to film animals from the sky. WB 
a  drone b  drought c  pen d  car 

9 I'm going ............... my father. SB 
a  is helping b  to help c  helping d  helped 

10 This computer does not work. We need to ............... it. WB 
a  break b  damage c  prepare d  repair 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 Lara ........................ [play] tennis at 4 o'clock tomorrow. WB 
2 Are ........................ [you / leave] in fifteen minutes’ time? 
3 Look at the black clouds! It ........................ [go] to rain. SB 
4 The snow is going to ........................ [melted]. SB 

6 Write a paragraph of (90) words on: 

"an activity you want to try in the future" 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1 People in Switzerland speak ............... languages. 
a  three b  four c  six d  ten 

2  Each area of Switzerland has always had its own ............... and its own language. 
a  park b  national c  country d  identity 

3  Switzerland is a small country in ............... . 
a  Asia b  Africa c  Europe d  America 

4 All People in Switzerland are ............... . 
a  multilingual b  monolingual c  bilingual d  trilingual 

2 Complete the following dialogue: 

Hana Do you like your school, Malak?
Malak ........................................................................................................................................ . 
Hana ........................................................................................................................................ . 
Malak I like to learn in different ways. 
Hana ........................................................................................................................................ ? 
Malak I mean that I don't like to do the same things.  
Hana Do you love to watch videos and look at diagrams?
Malak ........................................................................................................................................ .
Hana What is the best way to learn? 
Malak ........................... is reading about something and taking notes.    

3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

Learning has been the subject of much interest over many years. Although if we 
look around us we try to learn new things every day. As we try to learn many things 
in a certain time so we find learning seems too hard. If you are really interested in 
what you are learning, you will learn better. Ways of learning differ from country to 
another and from  person to another. So the most important point here is the types 
of learners. Some learners prefer to learn through images and pictures. Others 
prefer to learn through listening. The last team learns by doing actions. If people 
are intelligent in different ways, they will learn things in different ways. It’s very 
important for every learner to know what is the suitable way for him. 

A Answer the following questions: 
1 How long has learning been the subject of interest? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 What kind of learning do you think you have?  

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 What is the main idea of the passage? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4  The underlined word "others" refers to  ............... . 

a  countries b  learners c  types d  actions 
5  The word "intelligent" means  ............... . 

a  lazy b  stupid c  clever d  tired 
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6 Ways of learning are ............... from country to another.  
a  different b  the same c  far d  interested 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1 ............... about singing a nice song? WB 
a  Who b  Where c  How d  When 

2 I think Lina's tooth is hurting her. You can see from her ............... language. WB 
a  body b  facial c  chest d  arm 

3 My village ............... use to have any tourists.  WB 
a  hasn't b  doesn't c  didn't d  don't 

4 You'll have to raise your ............... if you want to be heard in here. 
a  site b  voice c  sound d  sight 

5 The look on someone's face showing what they feel or think is called .......... expressions. 
a  feed b  blind c  facial d  fact 

6 Guess what? I've ............... my driving test! 
a  planted b  set c  put d  passed 

7 At the moment, lots of Americans tourists  ............... photographs of the castle. WB 
a  are taking b  take c  took d  are taken 

8 I was so ............... that my son had been chosen for the national team. 
a  hungry b  slow c  proud d  sad 

9 " ............... " means to put your hand onto something or someone. 
a  Taste b  Touch c  Hear d  Smell 

10 I think they ............... down some of the trees to build a hotel. WB 
a  has cut b  is cutting c  are cutting d  will cut 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 Lots of visitors ........................ [came] here every year. WB 
2 Last year, we ........................ [not / have] visitors from China and Japan. WB 
3 At the moment, I'm ........................ [do] an English exercise. WB 
4 When I was a child, I used ........................ [count] to ten. 

6 Write a paragraph of (90) words on: 

"How do you study" 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1 Who is talking to Ahmed? 
a  His father b  His mother c  His brother d  His sister 

2 Where is Ahmed travelling? 
a  Egypt b  Morocco c  America d  England 

3 What clothes will he wear if it's cold? 
a  A coat b  A jacket c  A jumper d  Trousers 

4 What time will the plane arrive? 
a  At 9:50 b  At 9:55 c  At 9:15 d  At 9:30 

2 Complete the following dialogue:  

Amr Have you got a mobile phone? 
Heba .......................................................................................................................................... .  
Amr .......................................................................................................................................... ? 
Heba Yes, I love watching videos online.  
Amr .......................................................................................................................................... ? 
Heba I always talk to my friends on the phone.  
Amr How do you feel if you don’t have your phone? 
Heba .......................................................................................................................................... . 
Amr Do you think you are addicted to technology? 
Heba .......................................................................................................................................... . 
3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

Camels are large, interesting animals. They have thick, light brown hair. Their 
hair protects them from the sun. Their big feet help them walk on the hot sand. 
Camels have humps on their backs. They save water in their humps, so they can 
drink in the dry desert. People use camels for lots of different things. Camels 
are very strong. They can carry people and things across the desert. People 
also drink camels' milk and use camels' hair to make clothes. People use camels 
for transport in Africa, Asia, and Australia. 

A Answer the following questions: 
1 How do camels help people? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 What do camels look like? 

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................  . 
3 Mention a famous name for camels. 

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................  . 
B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

4 Camels are safe in the hot sun because they have………. . 
a  blonde hair b  thin hair c  thick hair d  black hair 

5 People use camels to…………across the desert. 
a  drink milk b  make clothes c  carry things d  protect them 
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6 Camels can save water because they have……… .   
a  milk b  humps c  clothes d  feet 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1 Food that can be served very quickly in a café or restaurant because it is already 
prepared is called ............... . 
a  good food b  bad people c  fast food d  delicious food 

2  ............... means having a very nice taste or smell  
a  Strong b  Popular c  Allergic d  Delicious 

3 He is ............... the role of the old man in the play. 
a  giving b  feeding c  helping d  acting 

4 I'm so ............... that we're going to Alexandria. 
a  boring b  excited c  interesting d  poor 

5 Scientists can use a ............... to take out small pieces of plastic from the river. WB 
a  pan b  filter c  spoon d  kettle 

6 The ............... man is not able to see the traffic light. WB 
a  deaf b  dumb c  blind d  sighted 

7 When Waleed was younger, he liked to ............... from his brothers and sisters and they 
spent a long time trying to find him! WB 
a  cry b  hug c  wonder d  hide 

8 You ............... swim in the sea if it is very cold. WB 
a  must b  should c  shouldn’t d  aren’t 

9 Please, go and ............... some vegetables.   
a  bring b  brought c  bringing d  brings 

10 Can your brother ............... fast? 
a  runs b  ran c  running d  run 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 I wanted to visit the museum yesterday, but there ........................ [be / enough] time. 
2 ........................ [be] you able to plan your day well? 
3 My mother always ........................ [wake] me up early. 
4 I don’t have a mobile, dad. Can you buy me a new ........................ [ones]. 

6 Write a paragraph of (90) words on: 

Modern technology 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  
7 Where does Mustafa go every day? 

a  Running b  Walking c  Swimming d  Kayaking 
8 What kind of food does Mustafa need?  

a  food that gives him diet b  food that gives him energy  

c  food that gives him fat d  food that gives him fibres 
9 Which team is Mustafa on? 

a  The handball team b  The running team c  The football team d  The athletics team 
10 What kind of healthy snacks does Mustafa eat? 

a  Pasta b  Figs c  Nuts d  Rice 

2 Complete the following dialogue:  

Grandma Would you like some cake, Leila? 
Leila .................................................................... . I mustn't eat too much. 
Grandma ............................................................................................................................ ? 
Leila Yes, please. I like tea.  
Grandma Do you like sugar in tea?   
Leila ............................................................................................................................ . 
Grandma Here you are, tea with cake! 
Leila Many thanks, grandma. ..............................................................a rest now? 
Grandma I must do the washing up! 
Leila ............................................................................................................................ . 
3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

Salma would start her first day of school. She needed a new school bag. Her 
school bag from last year was not good. She went to the shops with her 
parents and began searching. Her mom suggested a bag with flowers. Her 
dad suggested a bag without pictures. At last she found a nice school bag. It 
had several pockets to hold all her school things. lt was also made of strong 
material. The bag was pink. 
She told her parents that she liked that bag. They paid for the bag and Salma 
carried it home happily. She was very excited. 

a  Answer the following questions: 
 What did Salma need?  

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................  . 
 What did her mom suggest? 

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................  . 
 What does the underlined word 'it' refer to? 

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................  . 
B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
 Salma's dad suggested a school bag without.......................  

a  flowers                 b  pictures                     c  pockets                   d  colours 
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 The school bag was made of a ....................... material. 
a  good b  weak                           c  bad                               d  old 

 The word …………. means gave money. 
a  carried b  hold   c  paid           d  told 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1 You need to talk to your parents to solve this ............... .  
a  problem b  party c  space d  machine 

2 I usually ............... some videos on the internet. SB 
a  eat b  watch c  laugh d  help 

3 The museum is full of ............... and many other historic objects. 
a  theatres b  statues c  stadiums d  castles 

4 Heba can't ............... the phone as she is busy now. 
a  make b  call c  answer d  have 

5 Smoking seriously ............... your health. 
a  turns b  saves c  damages d  melts 

6 The tree is going to fall ............... . 
a  out b  down c  up d  at 

7 Volunteers are working on a ............... project to save Egyptian tortoises. WB 
a  conversation b  pollution c  conservation d  evaluation 

8 When you are tired, ............... have a break. WB 
a  you shouldn’t b  should you c  you should d  you mustn’t 

9 She has ............... . 
a  gloves, red, leather  b  red, leather, gloves  
c  leather, red gloves  d  red gloves, leather 

10 What time ............... ? 
a  are you leaving b  have you leaving c  do you leaving d  you leave 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

5 Revise the lesson and ........................ [does] the exercise. 
6 He ........................ [have / too many] problems.  
7 What ........................ [do] Ola use to do when she was young? 
8 ........................ [That] are my father’s socks. 

6 Write an email of (90) words to your friend Adel on: Your favourite snack 

Your friend’s email is  Adel@gmail.com. Your email is Ibrahim@yahoo.com    

 

mailto:Ibrahim@yahoo.com
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1 When did you visit the Museum? 
a  Last year b  Last summer c  Last month d  Last week 

2 What is Egypt known for? 
a  Its modern art b  Its historical art c  Its ancient art d  Its cultural art 

3 Why was the writer happy? 
a  The painting was very ugly b  The painting was very colourful  
c  The painting was very bad d  The painting was very beautiful 

4 What was the painting called? 
a  Al Madina b  Al Maeda c  Al Maadi d  Al Dawla 

2 Complete the following dialogue:  

Gamal I visited the Textile Museum in Cairo on holiday. 
Hany Really! .......................................................................................................................................? 
Gamal It has lots of clothes from different times in history.  
Hany Were there clothes from Ancient Egypt?  
Gamal ........................................................................................................................................................ 
Hany What do you think of the statues? 
Gamal ....................................................................................................................................................... 
Hany ......................................................................................................................................................? 
Gamal My favourite thing was the Islamic area where you can see different kinds of 

calligraphy. 
Hany ......................................................................................................................................................... 
3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

Emad was born in London in 1990, but his parents are from Egypt. In his twenties, he 
left to France on a boat to find work. Sometimes life wasn’t easy. He met difficult 
problems, but nothing stopped him. He worked hard because he wanted to be a 
businessman. Years later, he made a lot of money. He then planned to start more 
companies in other countries. He went to New York on business where he met Sara; 
a painter. At first he thought that she was from America, but he was surprised to 
know that she was from Aswan. They got married and came back to Egypt. They 
gave money to help the poor. He wrote a book about his life which was popular with 
a lot ot readers. It gave them a lesson about how to be positive and what you can do 
to make a difference to your community through working hard. 
 
A Answer the following questions: 

1 Why do you think Emad is a kind person?  
  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 

2 What did Emad want when he went to New York? 
  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 

3 What does the underlined word "It" refer to? 
  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 
B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

4 The main idea of the passage is ............... .  
a  getting married b  Buying books c  hard work d  writing books 
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5 Emad is ............... years old.  
a  32 b  22 c  25 d  35 

6 Sara is ............... . 
a  Chinese b  French c  British d  Egyptian 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

7 lf you don't ............... the lesson, you should tell the teacher. WB 
a  hurt b  cost c  explore d  understand 

8 Shady, ............... videos before bed is not a good idea SB  

a  watch b  watching c  watches d  watched  
9 Louis Braille ............... blind after an accident when he was three. 

a  born b  made c  had d  became 
10 Guitars, flutes and trumpets are ............... instruments. 

a  musical b  dangerous c  powerful d  ancient 
11 Cars in the desert can ............... environmental problems. WB 

a  catch b  cause c  get off d  fall down 
12 A ............... is a large round object in space that moves around the sun. 

a  planet b  plant c  star d  cloud 
13 A blind man walks into a clothes shop. He chooses the shirt by............... . WB 

a  touch b  hear c  smell d  taste 
14 ............... I tell my teacher if I don’t understand? WB 

a  Did b  Have c  Does d  Should 
15 Sara, ............... carefully to understand what I say. 

a  listens b  listen c  to listen d  listening 
16 My father is very busy. He ............... take many holidays. 

a  able to b  is able c  isn’t able to d  is able to 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 Nabil ........................ [not play] when he has exams. 
2 Please, ........................ [sat] down.  
3 ........................ [Did] your friend send you an email next week? 
4 People ........................ [should] smoke in hospitals. 

6 Write an email of (90) words to your friend Ahmed on: A visit to the museum 

Your email is Saad@gmail.com. Your friend’s email is Hany@student.com 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1 Who is talking? 
a  Hala b  Sara c  Mona d  Noha 

2 Why is she happy? 
a  She’s wearing her favourite colour b  She’s eating her favourite meal  
c  She’s having her favourite drink d  She’s wearing her favourite jacket 

3 What style does she like? 
a  Chinese style b  historical style c  Egyptian style d  traditional style  

4 Where is her headscarf from?  
a  the shop b  the supermarket c  the gallery d  the market 

2 Complete the following dialogue: 

Azza What are you reading? 
Adel ........................................................................................................................................ 
Azza Could you tell me some information about the Ancient Egyptians?  
Adel In Ancient Egypt, men and women wore similar clothes.  
Azza .......................................................................................................................................? 
Adel They both wore loose, white, linen clothes with a belt.  
Azza What other things did they wear in Ancient Egypt?  
Adel ........................................................................................................................................  
Azza .......................................................................................................................................? 
Adel Children did not usually wear many clothes until they were about six years old. 
Azza Thank you very much.  
Adel ........................................................................................................................................ 

3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

Tourists come to Egypt to see the wonders of the ancient world such as the pyramids, 
temples and other monuments. It is a wonderful experience for them. Tourists have 
also come to experience the wonderful natural world such as the desert and the Red 
Sea. There are a lot of activities to do by the Red Sea. Some people love relaxing on 
the beach, while others like doing something more exciting like snorkelling. 
Snorkelling has been popular for many years and people have come to Egypt to swim 
in the Red Sea for a long time. Dahab has been a popular destination since 1960. This 
is because the water in Dahab is among the best in the world for snorkelling. There 
are beautiful coral reefs and there are some amazing sea animals, such as the dugong 
and the lionfish. We have to encourage and welcome tourists to visit Egypt in the 
future. 
A Answer the following questions: 

1 What are the examples of the natural world in the text ?  
  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 

2 Why do tourists come to Egypt?  
  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 

3 Do you think that more tourists will visit Egypt in the future? 
  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4 ............... are activities that people can do by the Red Sea. 

a  Relaxing on the beach and snorkelling b  Wonderful natural world  
c  The Red Sea and Dahab                           d  The pyramids, temples and other monuments 

5 Dahab has become a popular destination since ............... . 
a  1936 b  1960 c  1906 d  1926 

6 The main idea of the passage is ............... . 
a  When do tourists visit Egypt? b  Coral reefs  
c  Sea animals  d  Why do tourists come to Egypt? 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1 I ............... that recipe you gave me last night.  
a  visited b  helped c  tried d  ate 

2 My teachers help me to ............... . 
a  misunderstand b  underground c  understand d  waste 

3 Try to help ............... people by solving the problems that they can have. SB 
a  rich b  good c  disabled d  proud 

4 She likes playing in the ............... because she loves music and being with her friends. WB 
a  musician b  orchestra c  temple d  museum 

5 I'm looking ............... my baby cousin Lina today. WB 
a  in b  up c  before d  after 

6 I started a project to ............... mobile phones. SB 
a  return b  cycle c  rewrite d  recycle 

7 Randa knows that Malak wants to leave because she makes eye ............... with her. SB 
a  continent b  contact c  control d  content 

8 You should help your mother with the housework when she ............... tired. SB 
a  isn’t b  is c  has d  hasn’t 

9 He bought a ............... sweater. 
a  nice, new, green b  new, green, nice c  green, new, nice d  green, nice, new 

10 The train ............... at 7.30. 
a  leaving b  leave c  is leave d  leaves 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 Ibrahim ........................ [help] his friends if they need help. 
2 Is ........................ [he / go] to the dentist on Tuesday morning? 
3 I didn’t ........................ [met] you yesterday. 
4 Nabil ........................ [study] hard when he goes home. 

6 Write a paragraph of (90) words on: 

Clothes in Ancient Egypt 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1 Where is Wadi Rum? 
a  In America b  In Jordan c  In Cairo d  In Sudan 

2 Are there environmental problems in Wadi Rum?  
a  No b  Not at all c  Never d  Unfortunately  

3 What are there in Wadi Rum?  
a  Solar panels b  Wind turbines c  Desert plants d  Desert gardens 

4 What do tourists do? 
a  go kayaking b  go swimming c  leave money d  leave rubbish 

2 Complete the following dialogue:  

Hala Where are you going to spend your holiday? 
Nora ........................................................................................................................................ 
Hala .......................................................................................................................................? 
Nora I’m going to stay in my uncle’s flat.  
Hala .......................................................................................................................................? 
Nora I’m going to travel by train.  
Hala Do you like the sea?  
Nora ........................................................................................................................................  
Hala What are you going to eat there?  
Nora ........................................................................................................................................ 
3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

I love technology.It's very useful for me. Technology helps us to do our work. 
every day.We can send messages,do search and play games. itWe use  

But to stay safe online,you have to follow some important instructions; 
First,keep your password secret. You shouldn't tell people your personal  
information. Don't make friends with people you don't know. Don't send photos 
to people you don't know. Don't answer a phone or a video call from someone 

you don't know.If you are worried about something, tell a parent or a teacher. 

A Answer the following questions: 
1 What is the main idea of the passage? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 What will you do if you are worried about something? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 Why do you think you have to follow some rules when you are online? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 
B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

4 The underlined pronoun " it " refers to ............... . 
a  telephone b  instructions c  call d  technology 

5 The underlined word " parent " means ............... . 
a  uncle b  brother c  sister d  mum or dad 
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6 You should keep your............... secret . 
a  text b  email c  postcard d  password 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1 A/An ............... is a form of transport that flies using long, thin parts on top of it that turn 
round and round very quickly. SB  
a  motorbike b  helicopter c  car d  bus 

2 Do you ............... that the weather will get hotter in the future? WB 
a  buy b  travel c  predict d  spend 

3 The ............... man is not able to see the traffic light. WB 
a  deaf b  dumb c  blind d  sighted 

4 When Waleed was younger, he liked to ............... from his brothers and sisters and they 
spent a long time trying to find him! WB 
a  cry b  hug c  wonder d  hide 

5 We went to the island in a ............... boat. WB 
a  linen b  golden c  woolen d  wooden 

6 These traditional clothes keep me cool and ............... me from the sun. SB 
a  protect b  cost c  wear d  grow 

7 The heavy rain has caused ............... in many parts of the country. 
a  floods b  droughts c  snow d  wind 

8 If you want to earn more money, you ............... harder. 
a  should work b  shouldn’t work c  mustn’t work d  should to work 

9 Don’t ............... litter. Use a bin. 
a  throw b  throwing c  throws d  thrown 

10 ............... drive a car? 
a  He can b  He can’t c  Can he d  Can 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 I remember ........................ [that] days when I was a child. 
2 People who are addicted to eating sweets ........................ [eat should] fruit instead. WB 
3 They ........................ [be able] work together. 
4 If you ........................ [travels] to another country, you will spend much money.  

1 Write a paragraph of (90) words on: 

How to protect the environment 
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1 Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1 What does the speaker love? 
a  English b  music and running c  music and walking d  music and talking 

2 How does the speaker learn? 
a  By listening b  By seeing things c  By writing d  By doing things 

3 What does he like summarising? 
a  Articles b  Magazines c  Books d  Texts 

4 How often does the speaker discuss things with people? 
a  Always b  Never c  Sometimes d  Usually 

2 Complete the dialogue: 

Noha What’s the best way to remember English grammar, Dareen? 
Dareen .................................................................................................................................................... . 
Noha .................................................................................................................................................... ?  
Dareen After making up a song, we should sing the song quietly to ourselves. 
Noha .................................................................................................................................................... ? 
Dareen Yes, it is an easy way to remember irregular verbs. 
Noha I think that you learn best by listening. 
Dareen You are right. .................................................................................................................................. ? 
Noha I learn best by seeing things.  
Dareen ..................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 Read the following, then answer the questions:  

I have a wonderful day at school . It starts at eight o'clock . On Sunday , we have 
eight lessons . The first and second lesson are Arabic . The third lesson is English . 
The fourth lesson is history . We can learn about Egypt's past in it . Then , we have 
the break . At break, some students eat their breakfast and others play in the 
playground . The break always starts at 11.00 and takes about thirty minutes . The 
other three lessons are always music, art and P.E . All students usually love P.E 
lessons . The school day finishes at three . My favourite place at school is the library 
where I can read and borrow some books . 

A Answer the following questions: 
 
1 Why do you think some students love P.E lessons? 

  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 

2 What can the writer do at the library? 
  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 

3 Do you think history is important? Why? 
  ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 

B Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4 The break usually finishes at ............... . 

a  11.00 b  11.30 c  11.15 d  11.20 
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5 The underlined word (it) refers to ............... lesson . 
a  Maths b  Arabic c  History d  Drama 

6 On Sunday , students have ............... after Arabic . 
a  science b  maths c  English d  P.E 

4 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1 A ............... is a bag carried specially by women.  
a  scarf b  handbag c  dress d  skirt 

2 I love wearing my ............... galabeya because it is very cool in the summer. WB 
a  loose b  close c  lost d  cost 

3 The world changed rapidly after the ............... of the telephone.  
a  description b  disappearance c  discovery d  invention 

4 Most new restaurants offer free ............... . 
a  delivery b  pollution c  airports d  electricity 

5 She ............... why Jo was hiding behind the newspaper. SB 
a  helped b  wondered c  met d  wandered 

6 It must be very difficult to ............... music with your hands and then remember it. WB 
a  read b  speak c  hear d  take 

7 All the players in the blue team are leaving the ............... slowly. SB 
a  language b  blood c  flood d  field 

8 The American tourists were wearing ............... sunglasses. WB 
a  red, plastic, big b  red, big, plastic c  big, plastic, red d  big, red, plastic 

9 He ............... tennis on Monday afternoon. 
a  is playing  b  will playing c  play  d  is going to play 

10 What were you doing when I ............... you yesterday? 
a  phone b  phoning c  phoned d  phones 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1 When you drop rubbish on the floor, you ........................ [pick] it up. WB 
2 Sorry, I ........................ [can] help you. 
3 I think Ali ........................ [play] very well.  
4 Hany bought a ........................ [red / new / cotton] T-shirt. 

6 Write a paragraph of (90) words on: 

"What did you use to do when you were young" 
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